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About This Game

Bubli is a 2D platformer where you control all gameplay with just the mouse. Keep your eye out for faster routes and try to
finish levels as quick as possible.

Gameplay:
  All gameplay is controlled with the mouse. Propel yourself and dodge obstacles to find the end of each level. Collect energy on
your way to refill your energy meter and finish the level as fast as you can. Be careful though, as a single hit will mean a game

over and you will have to start the level again. Once you finish with the 50 levels from the main mode, try your hand at creating
levels with the built-in level editor.

Editor:
  Bubli comes with a full level editor. Create any map you can think of with the tools at your disposal. You can even quickly

switch between editing and testing your level with the push of a button.
  Once you beat a level in the main mode, you can create a copy of it to edit however you please. You can make a level you

thought was too easy into an overwhelming test of skill or add a shortcut to a level that gave you trouble.
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